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The deal is done...

John 19:30

" It is finished."

When you are at the last few seconds of writing exam what happens… countdown starts 5, 4, 3, 

2, 1, 0--- and the examiner says “time is up” and you tell yourself it’s all finished.

Lord said on the cross “it is finished”, what did it mean?

The time has come…countdown starts and it’s all over, the deal has been signed off and sealed. 

In business terms, all losses had been written off.  

Not only our sins, HE took away all that would make us sad and takes us away from LORD.

Isn’t HE a wonderful GOD. We were not present when HE was crucified, but still, HE paid the 

price, for the future generations too. HE had done, an advance payment for all things that would 

come, as an hinderance, between HIM and us.

Isaiah 53:4

Yet it was our weaknesses he carried; it was our sorrows that weighed him down. And we 

thought his troubles were a punishment from God, a punishment for his own sins!

HE has taken away the obstacles of all age groups in different ways. For a child HE becomes a 

friend, for a teenager HE becomes a mate, for a youngster HE becomes a partner, for a grownup 

he becomes an advisor and for an elderly HE becomes a custodian to help us out.

And on top of that HE said, whenever you are weary come to me.... HE will resolve all our 

problems. So, it’s an open invitation to all, without any discrimination. 

Isn’t it amazing, even to think, how can HE do that? Yes, HE can, because that’s what our LORD 

is, the kind of exponential Love HE has for us.... HIS way of looking and resolving our tikky-nikky 

issues is beyond our imagination. We can fall back on HIM. Moreover, he has a huge storehouse 

for anything and everything you can ask for.  

So, when HE says "it’s finished" means a lot. HE has done everything for us, there is nothing left, 

for us to do...it’s a done deal. No turning back. HE has set things for us. SOP (standard operating 

procedures) has been feezed, which we need to obey and follow in spirit. 
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The above statement clearly states that, HE has taken away the stockpile of assorted things like 

worries / sins / troubles / pains / sorrows on the cross, what else is left. HE has put a 

“trade mark ” on us, as we get to see, on branded items. Our names have been registered 

under the “Kingdom’s Register”.

Who else can dare to unseal it? HOLD ON…Be careful. DO NOT ALLOW Devil to tamper your seal. 

Whenever such situations of sadness/ sorrow/negative thoughts come, just tell out loud to 

yourself 

Galatians 6:17

From now on, let no one cause me trouble, for I bear on my body the marks of Jesus.

No forces on earth can trouble you when you have the marks of CHRIST on you.

BE BRANDED IN CHRIST.

Shalom!
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